IAC Acoustics Announces the Release of Noishield® Continuline Sound Barrier

Naperville, IL – November 4, 2020
IAC Acoustics, a leading brand of metal noise control
products and solutions serving the industrial, commercial,
architectural, and construction industries, is pleased to
introduce the Noishield Continuline Sound Barrier.
The Noishield Sound Barrier System is a line of exterior
barriers designed with exemplary acoustical components
to protect communities from noisy equipment. Every
product in the Noishield Sound Barrier line is further
designed to be highly durable and weather resistant.
IAC’s Continuline maintains the excellence of high-quality noise barrier solutions with a more aesthetically
pleasing look to incorporate into any architectural design. Continuline uses the same traditional panels and
construction as the standard system, however, it incorporates an endcap that wraps the column, leaving a
horizontal reveal providing a contemporary finish.
“IAC Acoustics is excited about the commercialization of this great product,”
says Thomas Heins, Director of IAC Acoustics. “Continuline offers the same
great features as IAC’s traditional F/S acoustic barrier wall product, with a
more aesthetically pleasing presentation, concealing the structural elements
of the assembly.”
IAC will be featuring a weekly webinar series throughout November
highlighting Continuline. Please visit www.iacacoustics.com to learn more.
About IAC Acoustics
IAC Acoustics offers Acoustic metal solutions for Industrial, Architectural and Medical Applications. The
industrial offering includes both in-plant and outdoor enclosures, outdoor noise barriers, anechoic chambers,
Dyno Rooms and HVAC products. The architectural products include secure facilities, acoustical doors,
windows, music practice rooms and studio packages. The Medical offering includes mini and full-size
audiology booths and test chambers.
About Catalyst Acoustics Group
Catalyst Acoustics Group is the parent company of an elite group of acoustic, seismic, vibration and noise
control companies that together, offer the broadest portfolio of noise control solutions in the market today. The
independent brands, channels to market, products and services offered by each business remain unique, while
leveraging the scale, deep functional expertise, broad channel reach and significant financial resources.
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